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Choose the right laptop, set it up, and hit the road!
Decide what you want your laptop to do,use all its features, and solve problems     

Here's the best advice ever to fall into your lap. From how to unpack the box (yes, it DOES matter!) to being selective about software, managing your power, and protecting your connection, this plain-English guide helps you make the most of your laptop and cater to its peculiarities, too. Now you can take it with you!     

Discover how to     

	Buy a laptop with the features you need
	Baby your battery 
	Use a laptop safely on the road
	Get your e-mail—anywhere 
	Print from your laptop
	Communicate wirelessly


About the Author

   Dan Gookin ignited a phenomenon with the first For Dummies book, DOS For Dummies, in 1991. With over 11 million copies in print, his books have been translated into 32 languages.
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Mac OS X Lion: Visual Quickstart GuidePeachpit Press, 2011


	Mac OS X Lion—or also simply called OS X

	Lion—is the latest version of the computer

	operating system that put the phrase

	graphic user interface in everyone’s

	vocabulary. With Mac OS, you can point,

	click, and drag to work with files, applications,

	and utilities. Because the same

	intuitive interface...
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Windows Forensics and Incident RecoveryAddison Wesley, 2004
If you're responsible for protecting Windows systems, firewalls and anti-virus aren't enough. You also need to master incident response, recovery, and auditing. Leading Windows security expert and instructor Harlan Carvey offers a start-to-finish guide to the subject: everything administrators must know to recognize ...
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The Linux Cookbook, Second EditionNo Starch Press, 2004
The Linux Cookbook, 2nd Edition is your guide to getting the most out of Linux. Organized by general task (such as working with text, managing files, and manipulating graphics), each section contains a series of step-by-step recipes that help you to get your work done quickly and efficiently, most often from the command line. Nearly 50...
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The Casimir EffectWorld Scientific Publishing, 2001
"... the book is very comprehensive, clearly written and filled with wonderful physics." -- CERN Courier, Mar 2002

"Milton's attractively slim book will guide the serious beginner and its analytical rigor should also attract experienced theorists"   -- Physics Today, Jan 2003
...
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Semantic ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Presents the state of the technology and points to future directions for semantic computing


	Semantic computing, a rapidly evolving interdisciplinary field, seeks to structure, design, and manipulate computer content to better satisfy the needs and intentions of users and create a more meaningful user experience. This...
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CSS CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
The CSS Cookbook cuts straight through  the theory to provide hundreds of useful examples and CSS  code recipes you can use immediately to format your web  pages. Reflecting CSS2 and including topics that range from  basic web typography and page layout to techniques for  formatting lists, forms, and tables, the...
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